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THE SAYLOR FOUNDATION’S WHAT IS CLASSICAL MUSIC? 

 

Introduction: Much of the music in this course is concerned with the phenomenon of 
classical music.  This exercise is aimed at getting you to think about specific musical 
elements that distinguish Western classical from popular styles.   

Instructions: Listen to a few examples of classical and popular music from your 
collection, or any online examples, and fill out the questionnaire below for each 
example. 

 

Name of Music Example or Song: 

URL or location or CD Track No: 

 

1. Are acoustic or electronic instruments used? 
 

2. Is the music written down or improvised? 
 

3. Are there lyrics, and if so, how important are these to your enjoyment of the 
music?  What are the lyrics about? 

 

4. Is there a definite beat? 
 

5. Are the musical phrases long and complex, or short and simple? 
 

6. Does the music seem to have an overall purpose or intent behind the music?  If 
so, what is it?  
 

7. In your chosen example, do the lyrics speak to issues of contemporary interest, 
such as love, desire, money, despair, and injustice?  
 

 

Next Steps: Review the information you have compiled about your songs, decide 
whether each sample of music you chose is “classical” or “popular,” consider what 
makes them fit into either category, and write down some notes about your findings on 
the distinctions between these categories.  Your conclusions may touch upon some 
points from the summary below: 
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 Classical music makes use of acoustic, not electronically altered 
instruments, while popular musicians use electronically amplified 
instruments like keyboards, guitars, synthesizers, drum tracks, and 
electronic enhancement.  Classical music often makes use of large 
instrumental ensembles, such as symphony orchestras, whereas the 
instrumentation (combination of instruments) for rock bands is usually 
confined to four or five instruments.  

 Generally, classical music is written down (notated), whereas popular 
music varies greatly in oral and aural transmission, which the performer 
can vary from one performance to the next.  No classical musician would 
dare to alter the notes of a Beethoven symphony from the original written 
score, but popular performers (especially jazz musicians) will often add 
notes and entire phrases to the music. 

 Classical music is primarily instrumental, whereas popular music makes 
use of lyrics, from which listeners derive meaning.  

 In popular music, there is often a heavy beat, suitable for dancing; 
whereas in most classical music, the beat is embedded below the surface 
of the music. 

 The appeal of much classical music is the opportunity to contemplate its 
abstract beauty or high-minded ideals (such as the ideas of joy and 
brotherhood that Beethoven celebrates in his Ninth Symphony), whereas 
popular music exists in the real world.   

 

 


